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The kit is packaged complete with the aquastat, two wires with stripped ends, two
wire nuts, and instructions.

Aquastat Kit_____________________________

Several overlay grilles and replacement grilles are available to enable the contractor’s cus-
tomer to readily match the decor of their house.

All kickspace heater models have grilles available in brown, white, chrome and gold. If other
colors are required, the white grille can be painted on site to match any decorator’s taste.

Grilles ______________________________________________

The concept behind this accessory was that a homeowner who has spent a lot of money
on kitchen or bathroom cabinets just doesn’t want an installer cutting them up more than
is necessary. The Quick Fit Hose Kit provides a means of installing any Quiet-One kickspace
heater without having to cut out an access panel in the bottom of the cabinet; it makes
Quiet-One kickspace units easier to install as all solder work can be done and all tube connec-
tions can be made before the installer slides the Quiet-One into its final resting place under
the cabinet; and imagine that, in the unlikely event that service is required, the installer can
now pull the kickspace out into the middle of the floor rather than climb into the cabinet.

Each fully packaged kit includes 8’ of Watts Radiant synthetic hose with DIN standard
oxygen barrier, 3⁄8” radiant underfloor tubing; four 3⁄8” barb x 1⁄2” sweat tees, four 3⁄8” self tite

clamps, and one tube of barb tite glue.

MODEL DESCRIPTION PART # FITS THIS KICKSPACE

OLG1-B Brown Overlay S10030 KS2004
OLG1-W White Overlay S10031 KS2004
OLG1-C Chrome Overlay S10039 KS2004
OLG1-G Gold Overlay S10040 KS2004
OLG3-B Brown Replacement 01-0019 KS2006, KS2008
OLG3-W White Replacement 01-0035 KS2006, KS2008
OLG3-C Chrome Replacement 01-0036 KS2006, KS2008
OLG3-G Gold Replacement 01-0037 KS2006, KS2008
OLG4-B Brown Replacement 01-0022 KS2010
OLG4-W White Replacement 01-0030 KS2010
OLG4-C Chrome Replacement 01-0032 KS2010
OLG4-G Gold Replacement 01-0033 KS2010

MODEL DESCRIPTION

LTCK 47 Kit form of the low temperature cut off (aquastat) which closes on a rise to 
100°F-120°F 120°F and opens on a drop to 100°F.

Note: The aquastat closes on a temperature rise and opens on temperature drop to the lower temperature
rating shown.
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